
 

 

 
Articles 

Practice Activity 
 

Complete the sentence with the or no article. Leave the link blank for no article. 
Ex. I ate an apple. 
 

1. I usually go _____ home by 6 in ____ evening. 

2. ____ Eiffel Tower is a world famous monument. 

3. We are traveling to ____ Republic of South Korea next week. 

4. _____ people are mostly advanced creatures.  

5. Jenny attends _____ language school on Washington Street. 

6. John loves to gaze at ____ moon. 

7. I bought a new car today! ____ car is super fast. 

8. On our last vacation we went to _____ Bermuda. 

9. _____ dogs are _____ most exciting pet to have in your house. 

10.Let’s go to _____ mall on peach street downtown! 

11. Do you believe ___ money is more important than ____ love? 

12. I don’t understand _____ vocabulary from ____ English lesson yesterday. 

13. Would you like ____ tea or ____ coffee with ____ eggs. 

14. ____ Amazon is a beautiful place, but it can be dangerous as well. 

15. Climbing ____ Mount Everest can be very difficult. 
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Check your answers on the next page 
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Answers 

 

1. I usually go _____ home by 6 in the evening. 

2. The Eiffel Tower is a world famous monument. 

3. We are traveling to the Republic of South Korea next week. 

4. ______ People are mostly advanced creatures.  

5. Jenny attends the language school on Washington street. 

6. John loves to gaze at the  moon. 

7. I bought a new car today! The car is super fast. 

8. On our last vacation we went to ____ Bermuda. 

9. _____ Dogs are the  most exciting pet to have in your house. 

10.Let’s go to the  mall on peach street downtown! 

11. Do you believe ___ money is more important than ____ love? 

12. I don’t understand _____ vocabulary from the English lesson yesterday. 

13. Would you like ____ tea or ____ coffee with ____ eggs. 

14.  The Amazon is a beautiful place, but it can be dangerous as well. 

15. Climbing ____ Mount Everest can be very difficult. 
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